
What data is collected, processed, and stored? 

What are the reasons to collect the data?

Who is using/sharing the data?  What are the potential

privacy risks and violations when employees are

using/sharing the data?

A leading technology company created a privacy

team with a charter to identify privacy risks and prevent

violations. The team's critical deliverable for the year was to

build a privacy program to protect petabytes of customer

data. The data lake contains personal information that was

collected from product and marketing streams. Any privacy

incident would not only result in compliance violations but

also erode their customers' trust. The team had a significant

task ahead of them. They have to find a solution that can

implement privacy across 20 different product lines, 30

different teams, and 100s of employees who need  access to

the data. 

 

 

At the core, the team wanted to answer the following

questions: 

Problem

Additional Requirements

Improve productivity: Adding more processes would slow

down employees and impact their productivity hence the

solution must automate many steps.

Extensible: Solution has to be flexible to accommodate

privacy regulations.

Ramp-up: Given the volume and complexity, the data

access can't be stopped to implement a solution. They

needed a solution that can gradually bring data assets

under the new program.

C A S E  S T U D Y

PurposeGraph monitors privacy
risk for a technology company



Challenges

Leading Privacy Solutions Can't Identify

Privacy Risks

The privacy team evaluated many leading privacy solutions but

those solutions offered processes to meet compliance and set of

features to identify sensitive data. The company couldn’t find a

solution that could identify privacy risks. They were debating to

build a custom solution inhouse. PurposeGraph ended all their

debates and offered a perfect solution that saved them millions of

dollars.



Solution

PurposeGraph is the only
solution that could identify
real privacy risks.
PurposeGraph addressed all of the

customer's requirements. It surfaced real-

time privacy risks and violations across

their data lake.

 

First, it identified sensitive data inside

their data lake. Then, it mapped users

accessing the data and collected the

business reasons for accessing the data

from employees via a self-serve portal. 

 

PurposeGraph uses an algorithm to

identify data owners. Once the system

identified the owners, it collected the

purpose behind the data assets from the

data owners.

 

PurposeGraph monitors all data use. It

continuously compares the purpose (‘the

why’) for collecting and the business

reason for using data assets. It applies AI

techniques on the collected information

to identify privacy risks. Privacy managers

can notify the employees who violate

privacy policies.

 

Additionally, the organization benefited

from having one central portal for

employees to request data. Importantly,

data owners can use the portal to add

custom metadata and privacy checklists to

inform restrictions on a data asset.

 



"
PurposeGraph offers
more than an elegant
solution, it offers the best
framework to audit
privacy" 
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